Simon Harrison PGA
Coaching proposition
All One to One coaching sessions are tailored around the individuals’ levels of ability and physicality

30 minute shot specific Individual lesson £30
GOAL

....shot specific one to one tuition providing you with a greater understanding of the changes required, simple instruction to assist you
in making those changes and enhancing your self belief in the required technique to take the practice to the course.
Aimed at…..All golfers of any standard

60 minutes enhanced development session £60
GOAL…..one to one individually tailored tuition giving you a greater understanding of any development improvements required, simple
instruction to assist you in making those changes and enhancing your self belief in the alterations. This type of coaching has the added benefit of
a full length session to develop a feel for the improvements and a professional watchful eye to ensure the changes are being implemented.
Aimed at….This is for those more serious about making performance development enhancements

SGI (short game intensive). Pitching, chipping & putting 90 minute development session £75
GOAL… To simplify the basic techniques around the short game shots and clarify the understanding of shot selection required to generate a
much more positive attitude in the most important shot saving zones.
Aimed at……This is a must for all golfers serious about enhancing their game and taking it to the next level

On course 'score better golf' 120 minute session £100
GOAL…. clear concise personalised direction to your individual needs in order to plot your way around the course utilising your strengths and
accommodating your weaknesses enabling you to score better and enhance your enjoyment of the game
Aimed at…..This is for anyone who struggles to progress their score as swinging the club and 'playing golf' are 2 totally separate subjects.
Learning to ‘play golf’ is so much more than hitting a ball
Aimed at….All standards of golfer

Full Game Performance Analysis (Prices available based on packages)
1 year Unlimited Coaching package (based on the Full Game Performance Analysis) £599.99
GOAL In partnership with Harry a coaching and performance plan will be devised to help achieve short term, 1 year and long term goals. The
sessions will be booked according to the coach/player consultations over progress relevant to the plan and will cover all aspects of the individuals
needs to achieve their full potential and maximum enjoyment.

Aimed at….This program is used for those serious about committing to progressing their overall performance and scoring through structured
practice and tuition based around strengths and weaknesses highlighted during initial assessment and analysis sessions.

